Newsletter
5th November 2021
Dear Parents and Carers,
hope you all had a good half term break and some much-needed time with friends and family. I am sure you
are looking forward to the term ahead - it is always a very busy time of year with lots of festivals and
celebrations. We are planning our end of term concerts to go ahead, and we hope that parents and carers will
be able to attend. If the situation changes due to Covid guidelines, we will let you know. Keep an eye out for
key dates, particularly for the Christmas season, in the next newsletter.
As the days grow shorter and the nights longer, we ask that everyone takes extra care on the roads. Also,
please make sure that we have your current end of day collection and going-home instructions for the
children.
Have a wonderful weekend,
Glenn and the Putney Team

Wellbeing tip of the week
Focus on the effort not the outcome It can be very upsetting when we don’t perform well at something. It can
make us feel like a failure and stop us from wanting to try, because what’s the point of trying if we’re just
going to fail? But we’ll never achieve anything with that way of thinking. So, how do we overcome that? If we
stop focusing on the outcome and care more about working hard and putting in the effort, this teaches us to
persevere, it enables us to develop new skills, helps us to feel more in control and in the end, we achieve
better results. When you focus on the effort made, it helps you to become more resilient to change or to
things turning out a different way than you’d hoped. You can then concentrate on what you can do differently
next time to get closer to what you wanted rather than being consumed by disappointment and giving up.

Parent Consultation Evenings
Thank you to everyone who attended parent consultations with your child’s teacher before half term. If you
were not able to attend, we will be in touch next week to arrange an appointment. Please make sure that you
do make a time as it is so important for you hear about how your child is doing.
Gate
The gate has been mended today and is back in operation. We are aware that a number of families have been
drive down the road as parking in the surrounding area is difficult. Please ensure that you leave extra time in
future if you have done this.

Reception
The Conker Class has been exploring the autumn season this week. We have been describing the textures of
different items related to autumn such as “crunchy leaves”, “smooth conkers” and “spiky chestnuts”. We are very
good at being able to hear and recognise the initial sounds in some of these adjectives. We also had our first week
of Show and Tell. We absolutely loved showing our friends our special toys or creations we had made. We were
also learning how to ask our friend a question about their toy such “ Who gave it to you?” and “How did you make
it?”
We had our first PE lesson this week. It was such fun going to the hall and practising our balancing and finding
control when rolling a ball to a friend.

Year 1
This week we started our new book for literacy, ‘The Way Back Home’ by Oliver Jeffers. We explored writing
expanded noun phrases about the story and thought of some wonderful adjectives. In maths we have been
exploring number bonds to 10. We had a great time in art this week learning about the artist George Seurat and
pointillism.

Diwali
For those of you who celebrated Diwali this week. We hope you had a great time with your friends and families.
Belated Diwali

Communication
Please be aware that the academy will acknowledge correspondents within two working days and investigate
and provide a response within five working days.

Attendance
Over a school year, we are due to be open for 190 days which equates to 380 sessions with registration in the
morning at 09:00 and after lunch in the afternoon. Attendance is affected if a pupil is not present at school for any
whole session including registration. Please see below the attendance percentages for last week.
Birch (1)

98.48

Cherry (1)

98.44

Conker (R)

95.65

Elm (5)

95.18

Holly (4)

100.00

Maple (2)

96.53

Pine (4)

98.53

Rowan (2)

98.50

Sycamore (3)

96.51

Willow (3)

88.33

Our attendance target is 98%
Our attendance last week was 96.7
Our attendance so far this year is 96.5%
Last week there were 24 late arrivals recorded. This meant that 5 hours and 54 minutes of education were
missed!

Year 2
Year 2 have had a lovely and productive week back this week. In English, we have started reading our new book
called The Lighthouse Keepers Lunch by Ronda and David Armitage. We have received a letter from Nelly the Nosy
Neighbour that a pack of scavenging seagulls keep stealing Mr Gringling’s lunch. We have been busy looking at the
structure of the letter and learning how to use the dictionary to learn new vocabulary that the book has exposed us
to.
In maths, we are continuing with addition and subtraction of 2-digit numbers.

Year 3

Year 4
This week the children celebrated the Hindu festival of light, Diwali! They learnt about the story of Rama and
Sita, they made their own lanterns to hang in the classroom and they also had a visit from Riyan’s mum who
demonstrated the amazing skill of making intricate Rangoli patterns using sand. The children were able to try
their hand at making their own unique patterns.
In English, we have been learning about how to write a persuasive text. The children have deconstructed a
brochure promoting Paris and have started to write their own.
In Math, Year 4 have been adding and subtracting with 3 and 4 digit numbers and using these skills to problem
solve.
Thanks,
Miss Pickering & Mr Sloan

Year 5

On Wednesday, Year 5 had their trip to the amazing October gallery. We left school at 9 o’clock and hopped onto the
bus to Putney Bridge. From there, we got onto the district line and got off at Temple. We then had a nice walk (up
hill!) all the way to the Gallery. The gallery still included the wonderful art for Black History Month exploring the work
of the Congolese painter, Eddy Kamuanga Ilinga. The pieces on display were very impressive!
The children started by placing the missing puzzle pieces of artwork under which piece they thought they came from.
The children then sat down and learned the history of Congo and learned the sad meanings behind the art. The adults
were so impressed by the wonderful contributions the children made and some of the conversations that took place
between pupils were so insightful and wonderfully descriptive.
After that, the children had the opportunity to use coloured pastels to design their own Congolese patterns. They had
a range of materials to create different textures and patterns. They then painted shapes on top and used forks to
reveal the colours underneath. The final products looked so vibrant!
Then the children were asked to make a small pot using a small ball of clay. They then used a gold leaf to place in the
inside of the pots. The pots they created were meant to represent themselves and all of the gold represented the
amazing things inside them which make them who they are.
Finally, the children enjoyed their packed lunches in the beautiful courtyard. The children loved looking at all of the
plants and the secret, hidden objects around the space.
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